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2 CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF JUST, SUSTAINABLE AND EMPOWERED COMMUNITIES

3BL-LED Triple bottom line local economy 
and ecosystem development
AFARBAMCO Araneta Farmers Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries 
Association Multipurpose Cooperative
ATFI Alter Trade Foundation, Inc.
ARBs Agrarian Reform Beneficiaries
BAKHAW  Babatngon Kalikasan: Habitat Adaptation and Wellness
BiR Business and Investment Readiness
BLGU Barangay Local Government Unit
BVNP Bulusan Volcano Natural Park
CAC Central Azucarera de la Carlota
CAPSEA Cabagnaan Active Producers for Social Enterprise 
Association
CCT Conditional Cash Transfer
CDA Cooperative Development Authority 
CENRO City Environment and Natural Resources Office
CRAFT Credit for Advancing Fair Trade
CSOs Civil Society Organizations
DA Department of Agriculture
DENR Department of Environment and Natural Resources
DFA Department of Foreign Affairs
DRR-CCA Disaster Risk Reduction-Climate Change Adaptation
DRRM Disaster Risk Reduction Management
DSWD Department of Social Welfare and Development 
DTI Department of Trade and Industry
EVSU Eastern Visayas State University
FPE Foundation for the Philippine Environment
FTI Foundation for These-abled, Inc.
GAIC Grassroots Agro-Industrial Corporation
HIVAC PMPC Highland High Value Crops 
Producers Multi-Purpose Cooperative
IP Indigenous Peoples
LGUs Local Government Units
LIKAS Lingap para sa Kalusugan ng Sambayanan
MASS-SPECC Mindanao Alliance of Self-Help Societies, Inc. 
– Southern Philippines Educational Cooperative Center, Inc.
MDC Malaya Development Cooperative
MENRO Municipal Environment and Natural Resources Office
MFI Microfinance Institution
MTDP Medium-Term Development Plan

NAMACA Nagkakaisang Magsasaka ng Caibiran
NAPC National Anti-Poverty Commission
NEDA National Economic and Development Authority
NGOs Non-government Organizations
NIFF Negros Island Fairtrade Federation
NOFTA Negros Organic and Fair Trade Association
OPAPP Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process
PATAMABA Pambansang Kalipunan ng Manggagawang 
Impormal sa Pilipinas
PAYOGA Parish Youth of Gamu
PCA Philippine Coconut Authority
PCART Palawan Center for Appropriate Rural Technology
PCF Philippine Cooperative Central Fund Federation
PEF Peace & Equity Foundation
PHCC Perpetual Health Credit Cooperative
PHILNET-RDI Philippine Network for Rural Development Institute
PhilSEN Philippine Social Enterprise Network
PLM Philippine Leprosy Mission
POs People’s Organizations
PRDP Philippine Rural Development Program
PRESENT Poverty Reduction Through Social Entrepreneurship
PTFCF Philippine Tropical Forest Conservation Foundation
PWDs Persons with disabilities
SANDIGAN Sandigan ng mga Magsasaka
SBED Small Business and Entrepreneurship Development
SE Social Enterprise
SEED Social Enterprise Empowerment for 
Rural Development, Inc.
SIPFAWA Sitio Paho Farm Workers Association
SMC San Miguel Corporation
SRPA San Ricardo Producers Association
SURE Solutions Using Renewable Energy, Inc.
TSKI Taytay sa Kauswagan, Inc.
UCPB United Coconut Planters Bank
USAID United States Agency for International Development
VICTO Visayas Cooperative Central Fund Federation
WB World Bank
WEF World Economic Forum
YUPA Yubo Products Association

ACRONYMS
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Reason 
for Being

Social JuStice 
the Foundation for a Sustainable Society (FSSi) 
recognizes the need to address the long-standing 
issues of poverty, the disregard for basic human 
rights, and environmental degradation. thus, FSSi 
believes that social justice for the poor is best achieved 
through participation and empowerment, anchored 
on the principle of equality and fairness for all.  the 
promotion of social entrepreneurship, demonstrated 
through economic democratization and environmental 
justice, is best served by adopting an integrated 
business approach that includes access to capital by 
the poor, economic viability, gender equality, sound 
environmental practice, and the application of the 
benefits of enterprise for the common good.  Social 
justice through social entrepreneurship ensures that 
more people participate and benefit from economic 

productivity.

StewardShip 
the FSSi’s endowment is a public trust.  FSSi is a 
steward of this public trust.  this is achieved through 
transparent, prudent and diligent management of 
financial resources and its optimum use.  FSSi seeks 
to apply innovative fund usage that will maximize 
both social and financial returns through valuable 
entrepreneurship, at the same time ensuring continuing 
growth for the institution, equitable development and 
environmental sustainability in all its initiatives.  FSSi 
commits to put its resources into best use and enjoins 
its partners to follow suit.   

Gender equality 
FSSi believes that development must benefit both 
women and men.  Being aware that the present 
social structures have not fully recognized women 
as agents of development, FSSi takes an affirmative 
action in maximizing women’s productive, reproductive 
and community participation and contribution to 
society.  FSSi believes that a healthy social relation 
can be harnessed by providing equal treatment and 
opportunities among women and men in their access 
to and control over resources, decision-making, benefits 
and rewards of development.

FSSi believes that sustainable development will 
only be realized if people and communities will use 
and manage resources in a manner that will not 
compromise the needs of future generations.  it seeks 
to apply innovative solutions and technologies that will 
promote biodiversity conservation and protection of the 
environment.   

Good Governance 
FSSi is a staunch advocate in upholding the principles 
of shared and transformative leadership and respect 
for basic human rights.  it demonstrates participatory 
and democratic processes in policy and decision-
making. FSSi demands, in its dealings, the practice of 
transparency, integrity and accountability.  

culture oF excellence 
FSSi ensures continuing relevance, efficiency and 
effectiveness in its performance.  FSSi continues to 
advocate for best practices in making a difference in 
the lives of the communities it serves.

Vision 
Just, sustainable and empowered communities, 
recognizing diversity of cultures, respecting integrity 
of creation and realizing the fullness of life.

Mission 
to be a sustainable resource institution committed 
to social investments that facilitate the entry and 
participation of the poor Filipino communities for the 
development of just and local economies.

Core Values
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as FSSi moves forward to achieve its vison and 
mission, we came up with a brand identity that will 
represent how we approach our work on enterprise 
development for sustainable and empowered 
communities.   

part of this development is the creation of a new 
logo that will represent what we aim to do and how 
we do it.  

the trademark resembles synergy, collaboration and 
nurturance of FSSi’s broad range of partnerships.   

the three petals invoke FSSi’s triple bottomlines of 
gaining environmental, social and financial returns 
from its social investments among enterprises. the 
colors brown, green, blue and orange are found in 
the natural environment and hold the qualities of 
being dependable, ecological, stable and vibrant.

Logo

Who we are
development requires debt relief. this was the 
underlying principle when FSSi was conceived in 
august 1995 after a long, arduous, cross-sectoral 
and multi-level debt campaign by philippine and 
Swiss non-government organizations (nGos) and 
peoples’ organizations (pos).  

as a result of the close coordination and effective 
participation of nGos and pos, the Governments 
of the philippines and Switzerland finally signed  
an agreement on the reduction of philippines’ 
external debt. under this accord, 50 percent of the 
philippine Government’s outstanding export credit 
debt to Switzerland, amounting to 42 million Swiss 
Francs or approximately uS$34 million at that time, 
was cancelled. the remainder was converted into 
philippine pesos equivalent to uS$17 million and 
treasury securities. 

these were then provided by the philippine treasury 
as an endowment to a development facility tasked 
with using income to support initiatives of local 
nGos, pos, cooperatives and other community-
based groups — particularly in the area of 
sustainable economic production efforts.   this 
development facility, now known as the FSSi is 
taking the lead in supporting community-oriented, 
ecologically-sound and financially-viable business 
ventures known as social enterprises (Ses). 

at present, FSSi has 21 member organizations 
serving the marginalized sectors across the country 
towards sustainable communities.
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the year 2015 marks the 20th anniversary of our Foundation.  on 11 august 1995, the philippine government, 
represented by the department of Finance and the Swiss confederate, represented by the office of Foreign 
economic affairs and Swiss development cooperation, signed the debt-for-development swap agreement. this 
historic agreement paved the way for easing the country’s debt burden and setting-up of an endowment fund to 
be managed by a civil society organization (cSo) for purposes of developing the sustainable production systems of 
the marginalized poor in philippine society. that organization is the Foundation for a Sustainable Society inc. (FSSi).

FSSi is no regular non-government organization (nGo). apart from being endowed at the outset, it is composed 
of 21 highly networked national and regional nGos engaged in diverse fields of development work among the 
marginalized poor in various communities, sectors and ecosystems in the country. at inception, the Foundation 
through its board of trustees and membership, instituted proper stewardship policies governing the endowment 
fund. 

Guided by the debt-for-development agreement, the Foundation established measures to protect and grow the 
endowment fund, which has since doubled in nominal value and served around 200 current and past partner 
enterprises and communities in the country. our diligence has earned us accolades from the Swiss ambassador 
in 2003, signaling the donor’s exit as observer in the FSSi board: the decision to exit was a ”vote of confidence 
in the Foundation and its managers, who are working together with the philippine government to bring FSSi 
closer to its vision and mission.”

Celebrating shared gains,
Shaping the panorama
the chairperSon’S MeSSaGe 
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our early years saw the formulation of our vision, mission, goals and formation of our core values: social justice, 
stewardship, environmental sustainability, gender equality, good governance and culture of excellence. our 
development and financing programs and services were built on the basis of our mandate and core values seeking 
out ways to assist the marginalized poor’s inclusion and participation in the enterprise and economic system. our 
bottom lines for partnerships of social equity, economic and financial viability and environmental sustainability 
have become bywords in the social enterprise and micro, small, medium enterprises (MSMes). 

FSSi’s birth is a unique experience in the world’s quest to decrease the burden of debt on the third world. it is 
a creative experiment in finding alternatives to development finance, utilizing the very debt instruments which 
have otherwise brought misery to the lives of the many poor people in indebted countries.

our story is a shared journey with poor communities in their quest for economic growth, social inclusion and 
environmental sustainability. FSSi’s 20-year existence is a walk with visionary communities across the country, 
proof that alternate ways of developing inclusive, just and sustainable communities may be tested and found. 
the dismal macroeconomic context – persistent and unchanged poverty levels, rising unemployment, rising prices, 
growing migration and environmental degradation – prompts us to go deeper, reach out and touch base with 
the ones we want and need to serve. we have little choice but to respond to the urgent call to action. perhaps 
because of the apparently insurmountable odds, we jointly push ourselves to do better. 

as we enter a new phase of a global development path and increasing global integration, we bring our story 
of the zealous and fervent solidarity among Swiss and philippine cSos in articulating the role of development 
instruments used in global partnerships such as development financing in reducing poverty rather than perpetuating 
it in poor countries like the philippines. it is a story of shared confidence in the ability of poor countries to bring 
forth positive results when duty bearers are willing to listen to the power of collective effort and the continuous 
struggles and successes of our partners in building local sustainable economies.

it is 20 years of partnership with communities and support in their aspirations. in reaching this milestone, we 
feel grateful to our members, partners and communities who have worked with us in making our victories and 
gains inclusive and meaningful to all. 

together, let us continue the journey! 

Florencia “Oyen” Dorotan
chairperson
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the current global economic system continues to afflict the developing countries and much of the 
world’s most vulnerable sectors today. contrary to the sought sustainable future under the neoliberal 
framework, the pursuit for profit at the expense of the poor had led to a global situation beset with 
inequality and poverty amidst solid economic growth.

For the past six years, the philippines exhibited a remarkable increase in economic performance with 
an average growth of 6.2%, the highest rate recorded in four decades. as the second fastest growing 
economy in asia in 2015, the world Bank acclaimed it as the “rising tiger of asia.” 

the world economic Forum (weF) also acknowledged the country’s great leap in terms of its 
macroeconomic fundamentals. in 2015, the philippines is ranked 47th in the Global competitiveness 
index, a measure of how progressive a country is in terms of several indicators that include gross domestic 
product, inflation, spending, employment, among others. of the 140 countries studied by weF, it is 
the philippines which gained the highest movement by 33 places since 2010. 

this robust economic growth has also caught the attention of Standard and poor’s, Moody’s, and Fitch, 
three renowned international rating agencies. within the year, Fitch gave a stable investment grade 
while Standard and poor’s and Moody’s a positive rating for the country’s resilient economy that is able 
to meet its foreign debts despite global economic crisis. Since then, a growing interest is paid by the 
local and foreign investors who want to do business activities in the country.  

But while the economy exhibited outstanding growth, levels of poverty incidence remained unchanged. 
of the 26 million Filipino poor, around 12.18 million cannot feed themselves three times a day due to 
extreme poverty. this state is evident in the Millennium development Goals (MdGs) report released in 
2015 where it showed that the philippines failed miserably in achieving its poverty reduction target. 
among the eight developing countries in asia, the country had the lowest average annual rate of 
improvement at 0.68% since the start of the MdGs adoption.  

Studies show that poverty is centered in rural provinces where more than half of the population depends 
on the agricultural sector. with globalization in the picture, the problem of alleviating the wide income 
and growth disparities between different regions and socioeconomic classes lingers because majority 

Overview

2015: A look back
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of the nation’s wealth benefits, neither the urban nor the rural poor, but the 1% richest families who own and 
control the large conglomerates. 

economic programs and policies under the neoliberal framework – trade and investment liberalization, state 
enterprises privatization and deregulation – do not temper poverty and only continue to cascade to more severe 
problems. throughout the years, we saw the clamor of people to change the paradigm, focus on the people, 
integrate the environment and make development sustainable.

ensuring a sustainable future requires that any growth radiates to all the sectors of the society, most especially 
to the poor. in 20 years of working with poor communities, the Foundation underscores that the arduous battle 
to win over poverty has become more complex, yet development that is inclusive and felt by all is still possible 
when actions and policies are set to put the disadvantaged at the forefront, giving them the capacity and ability 
to take part in decisions that will affect their communities and individual lives. 

Ses, particularly those whose primary stakeholders are the poor, are wealth-creating organizations with the 
social mission of reducing poverty by engaging the poor and marginalized sectors in the economic value chain 
as suppliers, workers, clients and owners. More than providing jobs, Ses promote equity by sharing the wealth it 
created to its members and communities which in turn, is used to suffice basic needs and protect the environment 
from which they get their means. 

coupled with good governance and conducive policy, Ses prove to be effective in enabling the poor achieve triple 
objectives – economic, social and environmental. For the past two decades of helping more than 200 Ses and 
their communities, the Foundation has witnessed that putting the poor sectors at the center of local economy 
building, financing their social innovations and honing their capacities go a long way to true development, which 
makes better quality of life for all possible. 

as the country adopts a number of regional agreements and a more ambitious set of global goals, the Foundation 
hopes that its best practices in using social entrepreneurship as an engine of growth would influence the direction 
of government and other sectors’ actions and policies towards the achievement of just, sustainable and empowered 
communities. 

2015: A look back
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Mr. Paris Uy
President, Livegreen International, Inc.
________________________________
“The Foundation has always been charging our 
spirit to be bold in going above our horizon 
because it continuously shows us that we 
are not alone in this venture of helping our 
stakeholders, the poor, to become sustainable.” 

Ms. Julie Madrid
General Manager, Payoga/Kapatagan Multipurpose Cooperative
____________________________________________________

“Nasabi kong magandang maki-partner sa FSSI dahil nakita ko na pareho 
ang aming mission at vision. Prino-promote din nito ang welfare ng tao at 

environment at gusto rin nito na ang small farmers at community people 
ay makapag-business. Na-encourage kami sa ginagawa ng FSSI at ito ang 

pinaghuhugutan namin ng lakas.”

Malaya Development Cooperative
______________________________
Once plagued with strong typhoons and debt 
with traders, rice and corn farmers in Mallig, 
Isabela can now breathe a sigh of relief as 
Malaya Development Cooperative has diversified 
into a dairy enterprise that processes cow’s 
milk to produce yogurt and flavored, fresh, and 
pasteurized milk, which are presently being 
marketed to a number of grocery stores and 
schools in nearby provinces.

GreenMinds, Inc.
_______________________________
The indigenous peoples (IPs) of Cagayan 
de Oro set a good example in using their 
resources to benefit their households and the 
environment. Members of GreenMinds, Inc. 
produce organic peanuts and process them into 
brittle, roasted and sugar-coated peanuts using 
ecological farming technologies. 

Payoga/Kapatagan 
Multipurpose Cooperative

_______________________
Payoga/Kapatagan MPC is a social enterprise 

actively advocating organic farming throughout 
Cagayan Valley. Its members are farmers who 
have abandoned chemical farming to produce 

organic fertilizer called “Greenfriend”. Organic 
farming is much favored today because it protects 
the environment, produces typhoon and drought-

resistant crops, and is cheaper with the use of 
already available materials in the farm. 

Mr. Benedict Galapon
President, San Ricardo Producers Association 
__________________________________
“Ang FSSI ay very supportive sa aming POs at 
maganda ang pakikitungo nila. Sobrang saya at 
pasasalamat po namin dahil may additional income at 
kabuhayan na po kami ngayon.”  

Ms. Alvira Reyes
CEO and Co-founder, Bote Central, Inc.  

__________________________________
“FSSI is a reliable, responsible funding resource 

partner which has continuously provided an enabling 
environment for social enterprises whether they be on 
a start-up or scaling level. FSSI is fair and progressive 

in assessing and evaluating partners’ programs and 
performances. I would unequivocally recommend our 

coffee community partners to approach FSSI, formulate 
and map out their business plan.”

1995-2015
O U R  M I L E S T O N E S
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Mr. Peter Hammerle, Trustee for Programme 
Foundation for These-Abled, Inc. 
_____________________________________ 
“FTI’s partnership with FSSI has been fruitful because 
it opened opportunities for us to connect with other 
networks. This has also led to a steep learning curve 
for our organization and allowed us to reach out to 
people with disabilities (PWDs) and their communities 
that would otherwise be far beyond our reach.”

The then Davao Mayor Rodrigo Duterte 
(President, Republic of the Philippines)

_____________________________________ 
“In the 20th anniversary of the Foundation for a Sustainable Society, I would 
like to greet the men and women behind the Foundation for a job well-done 

and the things you have done for your fellow men in the last 20 years of your 
existence as group of people dedicated to give enhancement to the Filipino and 

human dignity.”

GreenTropics
________________________________

Coffee farmers of the B’laan tribe in South 
Cotabato plant and sell coffee beans to 

GreenTropics, a SE. By practicing fair trade 
principles, GreenTropics helps the IPs of South 

Cotabato earn more without compromising 
the integrity of Mt. Matutum, the tribe’s 

source of coffee beans. Coffee farmers are 
now getting higher pay for roasting and 

directly selling coffee beans to the market. 

Tahanang Walang Hagdan, Inc
_____________________________________ 
Aspiring for decent and meaningful lives for PWDs, 
the SE Tahanang Walang Hagdanan, Inc. works out 
the talents and abilities of PWDs to produce high-

quality products such as wheelchairs, school chairs, 
educational toys, wood jewelry, and collapsible tables 

sold in and out of the country. These products give the 
members opportunities to earn money for themselves 

and their families.

Rev. Ferdinand Valdez
Manager, Wesley Savings and Development Cooperative
_____________________________________
“FSSI is efficient and effective in terms of service delivery and it treats us not as client 
but as partner in helping the marginalized sector of our society. We are a proud partner 
of FSSI and I can say that FSSI plays an important role in shaping what we are now as a 
cooperative and as one of the most outstanding cooperatives in Isabela. Thank you very 
much for our good partnership”. 

Mr. Ernesto Lactao, General Manager
Malaya Development Cooperative 
___________________________________
“As we move on to our journey towards attaining 
our development goals, we suffered severe 
setbacks. Yet, FSSI has stayed with us by guiding 
and assisting us. This has boosted our morale. 
With FSSI on our side, we are assured that we can 
overcome most problems.” 

Our story began with the campaign of the Philippine and Swiss governments and CSOs to cancel the debt of the Third World and uplift the 
lives of millions of impoverished Filipinos. In 1995, these leaders and prime movers joined hands leading to the historic debt-for-development 
swap, an agreement that set the cancellation of Philippine debts and diverted the counterpart fund towards the creation of FSSI, the foundation 
primarily mandated to further social entrepreneurship in the country. 

SEs are mission-driven organizations that seek to reduce poverty by engaging the poor and marginalized in economic activities in which the 
profit created goes back to the community through transformational services. Over the last 20 years, FSSI has worked with more than 200 
SEs in the areas of economic, social and environment development. As FSSI celebrates its 20th year, there is no better time to look back and 
listen to the voices of partners who made these two decades fruitful and joyous.  
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2015 went remarkably well for the Foundation as it celebrated 
its 20 years of zealous work in developing Ses in the country. 
this momentous occasion presented the opportunity for the 
Foundation to gather and express its gratitude to its stakeholders 
through a series of events that took place in the three regions. 
as the Foundation moves forward, here are the most important 
highlights of the occasion.

Media Launch  
on June 2, the Foundation anniversary kicked off with a 
media launch featuring a creative rendition from the philippine 
educational theater association (peta) entitled “Mga Bida ng 
Kwentong Bayan.” the musical play is a re-enactment of the 
Foundation’s work in helping communities achieve economic, 
social and environmental goals through Ses.  

three original songs, “Saganang Kabuhayan,” “isang pagpupugay” 
and “tulong-tulong, sama-sama” were composed by FSSi staff as 
tribute to partners who shared their journey and gains with the 
Foundation within two decades. 

the media launch was followed by a series of activities such as 
trade fairs and exhibits, forums, press conferences and learning 
tours in Mindanao, visayas and luzon.

The 20th
Foundation
Anniversary

1,783 
participants

N EW S

87 media hits in 
online and tri-media

122 media engaged 
11 partners and 
members mobilized 
as speakers in 
forums and media 
appearances

71 member and 
partner participating 
organizations
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a vibrant anniversary celebration ensued as guests and 
participants were welcomed by colorful and lively performances 
delivered by the various cultural groups in Mindanao. this was 
followed by the musical play and the opening of the photo and 
trade fair and exhibit section where 12 partners were able to 
display and sell their products to the public. 

around 400 participants attended the forums for two days. the 
forums gave an overview on social entrepreneurship and its role 
in poverty reduction and the political, economic and social issues 
that confront Mindanao. this was followed by a Social enterprise 
learning tour on the third day where the Foundation, its 
partners and several media visited Kahayag Farms, an integrated, 
ecological and sustainable organic farm in tugbok, davao city. 

throughout the anniversary activities, 48 media personnel 
covered and published 31 stories about social enterprises on 
television, radio, print and online publications including tv 5, 
Business world, dZBB, philippine information agency, Sunstar, 
davao today, among others. 

Mindanao leg | June 17-19
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the visayas leg of celebration was equally successful with the 
coordination and careful planning of the steering committee composed 
of 12 organizations from the Foundation’s partners and members.  

the event was started by a trade fair that featured partners’ products 
ranging from fresh organic vegetables, school chairs and tables made 
by pwds, export-quality frames, home accessories, to local delicacies.

on June 3, Governor arthur defensor Sr. and representative of city 
Mayor Jed patrick Mabilog opened the celebration, signifying local 
government’s support to the Foundation’s initiative of developing Ses 
in the visayas region. Following the preliminaries were forums that 
tackled the effects of current regional and global negotiations such as 
globalization and aSean Free trade area (aFta) on Ses. 

a total of 34 appearances, guestings and landings were made on local 
television stations of aBS-cBn, GMa, Star cable and in radio, print, 
and online newspapers. 

the activities culminated with a river clean-up along iloilo river joined 
by a hundred volunteers from the philippine army, students from 
various schools in iloilo city, pambansang Kalipinan ng Manggagawang 
impormal sa pilipinas (pataMaBa), philippine cooperative central Fund 
Federation (pcF) and taytay sa Kauswagan, inc. (tSKi).    

Visayas leg | June 29-July 5
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the last leg of the anniversary celebration was in luzon and it culminated the activities 
that took place in the two other regions. the first day officially commenced with 
a Mass and ribbon-cutting ceremony opening the exhibit areas. the exhibit display 
was a collection of products from the Foundation’s partners in the three regions. the 
installed photo exhibit showcased some of the Foundation’s partners and its best 
practice of financing the growth of sustainable Ses owned and managed by the poor 
and marginalized communities.  

a number of partners and members gave living testimonies of their successful 
enterprises in a series of press conferences and media appearances. among 
the speakers in the forums held were then congressman neri colmenares and 
congresswoman leni robredo who pointed out that good governance in the local 
and national level is essential in reducing poverty and achieving inclusive growth. 

the luzon leg was well-attended by media people who released stories in the major 
print and online newspapers such as philippine daily inquirer, Business Mirror, Manila 
Bulletin and rappler.  

our 20th Foundation anniversary was a resounding success because of the people 
and organizations who have relentlessly shared their time and talent in shaping the 
whole celebration. we give special thanks to Ms. June rodriguez of converGence 
and secretary of FSSi’s Board of trustees who served as the overall anniversary 
coordinator, chairpersons luzviminda Salcedo, wilfredo homicillada and noel embing 
who shaped the celebrations in the three regions and the 21 member and 50 partner 
organizations which put in a lot of hard work in making the occasion memorable. 
  

Luzon leg | August 9-10
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Investing for 
Society’s Good
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the current global situation shows that we have already reached the limits of growth, precedents do by periods of 
profit-driven economy resulting in increased gap between the rich and the poor, lack of access to basic social services, 
and deterioration of the environment. 

the critique on the current economic growth model is more visible than ever. we have to expand our once limited 
view of ‘development’ to pursue the viability of an economic growth that provides social needs, reduces environmental 
impact and sustains natural resources for the next generations. 

FSSi’s partnerships show that contributing to the sustainability of local economies and ecosystems is best exemplified 
through the interaction of two or more 3Bl advocates and their merging into local consortiums or alliances which 
generate greater community interest that translates into better harmonizing of their economic, social and environment 
objectives.

in 2015, partnership supported by FSSi was marked by an increase in the number of community-based organizations 
that are developing into Ses. these organizations consist of mostly rural men and women who have invested their 
limited resources, time and efforts to become market actors and empowered communities. 

in the focus areas, these community-based organizations and Ses bounded together into local 3Bl consortiums, which 
have drawn up common plans on establishing and strengthening Ses among the poor sectors. they are cooperating 
on bringing about ecological solutions to our environmental challenges and helping build capacities of Ses to become 
strategic players in local value chains. 

aside from the increase in number of Se partners, FSSi partnership in focus areas was also highlighted by the launching 
of cooperation among cSos and Se stakeholders as well as the participation of proactive allies in government. 

Establishing and strengthening SEs 

the growth in the number and outreach of partner social enterprises was reached through a combination of enabling 
factors. area teams of FSSi’s development services adopted a more proactive approach in identifying prospective 
partner organizations and in providing guidance to help these organizations better articulate and document their 
social enterprise experiences and plans. FSSi member-organizations have also participated and led in some areas in 
identifying and mentoring potential Se partners. in some instances, existing partner organizations also serve as links 
to other community-based organizations that aim to come up with innovative solutions to their limited access to key 
business resources. 

aside from extending financial services, FSSi also assisted in identifying and delivery of business development services 
to address specific technical problems that affect an enterprise. existing partner Ses also serve as a growing pool of 
resource persons or technical experts on credit and savings, marketing and distribution, training on organic farming, 
post-harvest processing, coffee roasting, livestock and poultry, among other fields.

in the past three years, partner Ses continuously increased from 33 in 2013, 45 in 2014, to 73 in 2015. these numbers 
include only the Se projects that have remained on track with their 3Bl targets. 

Advancing 3BL in social 
enterprises and focus area 
partnerships
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FIGURE 2. Active project partners per size of stakeholders.

FIGURE 1. Financial services clients per type of ownership.

Figure 1 shows that the increase in partner Ses has been coming mainly from the primary cooperatives and non-stock 
organizations such as nGos and pos. From 2013 to 2015, the number of cooperatives increased from 11 to 36, while 
nGos and pos engaging in social entrepreneurship increased from 5 to 18. 

among the new partner organizations, about 80% are relatively small community-based organizations with less than 
300 members. Figure 2 shows the classification of partner organizations per size of membership. 

aside from the financing partners, FSSi also approved start-up grants and capacity building grants to 10 community-
based organizations that are developing their Ses. 

in terms of community outreach, 54 of the 73 financing partners indicated increase in outreach from 204,041 women 
and 97,898 men in 2014 to 226,080 women and 106,504 men in 2015. in terms of social sector, more than three-
fourths of the outreach are microfinance clients whose total number increased by 7% in 2015. the more significant 
increase is observed in the number of farmers and ips reached by partner organizations, doubling from 7,099 in 2014 
to 15,121 in 2015. 
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the current FSSi program supports the establishment and growth of Ses in businesses that contribute to the growth 
of local value chains and production of commodities that adopt practices that promote environmental sustainability. 
projects supported include those in the rice sector, livestock, poultry, vegetables, coconut, cacao, muscovado and 
coffee. Some partner producers of these commodities have fully adopted organic farming standards, while the rest 
have started adopting organic farming practices. the types of business activities include credit services to farmers, 
production of seeds, production of organic fertilizer, post-harvest services, trading and distribution and fabrication 
and supply of equipment. 

Figure 3 shows significant increase in portfolio that directly supports agriculture, forestry and fishery activities. this is 
followed by increase in portfolio supporting manufacturing businesses that include food processing and equipment 
fabrication. 

in terms of environmental feature, significant increase in portfolio is observed in agriculture as a whole and in the 
adoption of organic farming practices. Figure 4 shows the distribution of portfolio per environmental activities and 
its growth in the past three years. 

in terms of financial growth, 88% indicated growth in net worth. Specifically, 35% indicated more than 5% growth, 
while 53% indicated 1-5% growth. 

in summary, FSSi expanded its services to Ses in line with its program’s multiple but complementary thrusts to focus on 
commodity-based enterprises, value chain development along sustainable production systems and increasing support 
to small farmers, fishers, ips and rural women. the business performance of partner organizations generally reflects 
a growth trend in terms of net worth and revenues. at the same time, the program was also able to support start-up 
and business incubation projects launched by community-based organizations mostly in the rural areas. 

FIGURE 3. Loans & deposits per business type.
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FIGURE 5. Changes in net worth of partner organizations.

Increasing community participation in SEs in Focus Areas 

another major feature of FSSi’s medium-term plan is the adoption of Focus area approach. this calls for identifying 
specific geographical areas or clusters in which we want to see increase in social enterprises that cooperate along 
commodity-based value chains and which can provide additional economic opportunities to the poor. these economic 
opportunities include improved market access, livelihood development, jobs creation, co-ownership of businesses 
and acquiring knowledge/skills on entrepreneurship. Bridging relationships among Ses has also led to forward and 
backward linkages or business transactions among them.

a key feature of the Focus area approach is the drawing up of triple bottomline-local economy and ecosystem 
development (3Bl-led) plans by the stakeholders. the local consortium may start with short-term plan at the early 
stage until a more comprehensive 3Bl-led plan is developed. FSSi supports the formation of cSo/Se-based consortium 
that links up with existing local networks that share similar 3Bl-led perspectives. the 3Bl-led focus area work is 
expected to contribute to developing vibrant civil society, social enterprise network and people empowerment in the 
focus areas. in some focus area partnerships, the local consortium plan includes policy advocacy at the local level in 
order to generate support and participation from the local government and the bigger public. 

as a collaborative initiative, members of the consortium contribute their resources for the development and 
implementation of the focus area plans. these pooled resources include financial resources, human resource through 

FIGURE 4. Loans & deposits per environmental activities.
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assignment of personnel, access/use of physical assets such as meeting areas, office space and vehicles and 
invaluable time and efforts that officers and staff of participating organizations have put into the consortium 
from its inception. 

on the part of FSSi, the portion of the development portfolio located in the focus areas has been growing and 
has reached 20% of total portfolio as of end of 2015. this consists mostly of loans extended to some of the local 
consortium partners. Figure 6 shows the amount and proportion of loans, deposits and equity which were invested 
in projects located in focus areas as well as in non-focus or open access areas. 

FSSi also contributed to the local consortium initiatives through grants to support start-up enterprise projects, 
capacity building activities and other network level activities. Figure 7 shows the amount of grants and direct 
program expenses that were used to support initiatives in the seven focus areas.

FIGURE 6. Portfolio share of focus areas and open access areas, and percentage share of focus area 
to total portfolio (loans, deposits & equity).

FIGURE 7. Program expenses and grants awarded to support local consortium activities.
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FSSi’s 2011-2016 Medium-term development plan (Mtdp) emphasizes the Focus area approach, 
which requires the convergence of efforts and resources among development stakeholders and non-
State actors, engagement of the market and society and the State towards the goal of sustainable 
development. the participation of poor women and men is imperative for development to be inclusive 
– they are the main stakeholders of Ses along the entire commodity value chains.

the Focus area development work in luzon is active in groups of municipalities in isabela, palawan 
and Sorsogon with varying approaches given the different area contexts.

Moving towards value chain integration in Isabela 

over 2011-2014, the Malaya development cooperative (Mdc) was at the forefront of championing 
social enterprise - local economic development (Se-led) among other cooperatives, nGos and 
community associations operating within the Mallig plains. with the enabling support from philippine 
network for rural development institute (philnet-rdi) delegated staff, a network was established with 
18 pioneer member organizations towards the end of 2013. the network was registered with the 
Securities and exchange commission (Sec) as a non-stock organization adopting the name isabela 
Social enterprise for local economy development network (iSe-ledn). 

the Foundation focused its intervention on consolidating the newly formed network with various 
activities, notably prioritizing rice and dairy commodity value chains and further collaboration among 
network members. 

in 2015, the Foundation pursued the feasibility of setting up a cooperative federation that would 
provide ancillary financing services to Ses. Five cooperatives indicated willingness and capability to 
invest, while others could provide partial investment or by installment. the cooperative federation 
shall be registered with the cooperative development authority (cda) then it shall develop financial 
products and services.

Mallig plains covers nine municipalities with rice and corn as major commodities. Big traders corner 
the bulk of rice produce and they have the say in the buying price, while farmers remain at the bottom 
of the value chain as mere suppliers. the iSe-ledn members include cooperatives with businesses in 
rice trading, rice milling, rice seeds production and organic fertilizer production and the majority is 
into lending for rice production for members. thus, establishing business links among the members 
along the rice commodity value chain would increase the participation as well as benefits of poor 
rice farming households.

Focus Area

LUZON
Strengthening 

the foundation for 
a viable local economy
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one possible value chain loop is on rice marketing, with SiMca Mpc taking the lead role.  the cooperative 
has established wide market for rice that increasingly requires expansion in supply source aside from its 
own members. it buys palay from farmer-members at php0.10 per kilo higher than the prevailing buying 
price in the area, which can also be applied to other network members considering that the type of 
planted varieties for white or colored rice and the milling quality are based on the requirement of the 
market. Such arrangement is still being ironed out within the network, while SiMca Mpc is redoing its 
business plan to incorporate such purposes. 

Meanwhile, network members have also identified dairy development as having the potential for 
collaborative engagement. Members may serve as market outlets of processed milk or they can go into 
fodder crop production, silage-making business for dairy feeds supply and dairy farm production. 

the Mdc is also a dairy farming enterprise, whose networking efforts with the local government unit 
(lGu) and local government agencies have prompted the provincial government to select dairy as 
priority commodity of the province. the provincial government has also endorsed the Mdc as proponent 
organization for a dairy-processing project under the department of agriculture (da)-world Bank philippine 
rural development program (prdp). the dairy processing facility is envisioned to serve as immediate 
market for milk produced by dairy households and cooperatives in isabela and the entire region. region 
2 is one of the areas for dairy (cattle and buffalo) farming projects of the national dairy authority (nda) 
and the philippine carabao center (pcc). 

towards the end of 2015, Mdc received an approval letter from the world Bank for the dairy processing 
project grant. the construction of the farm-to-market road project component of the prdp, where the 
dairy farm and pasture area of Mdc are situated, is 50% completed as of end 2015. Bidding for building 
construction and installation of necessary equipment and processing facilities is expected next year.  

Continuing efforts towards rehabilitation and sustainable farming in Palawan 

Star trek ii, a fund syndication scheme initiated by FSSi, Foundation for the philippine environment 
(Fpe) and the peace and equity Foundation (peF), has already reached a total of 693 households (direct 
partner-beneficiaries) organized into 33 pos and community associations and 23 production groups by 
the end of 2015. the continuity of this project, called “expanding the habitat and Scaling up Social 
enterprises”, aimed to recover the forest and mangrove areas of 16 communities including 7 pilot ones 
within the municipalities of roxas and San vicente.

the delineation of forest and production areas of all communities involved has been completed by 
demarcating the boundaries with live fence (bio-fence) using bamboo. the bio-fence protects the bio-
corridor (identified as among the key biodiversity areas by the conservation international) that connects 
the protected areas of the St. paul underground river natural park and the Malampaya protected Sea 
and landscape. about 19,375 mangrove saplings have been planted in mangrove forest as part of the 
overall reforestation project.
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direct project beneficiaries and respective barangay councils participated in the activity, with the latter 
being tasked to monitor and certify that partner communities fulfill their role. the activity has completed 
the recently launched Forest land use project of the city environment and natural resources officer 
(cenro)-roxas aimed at delineating forest and agricultural areas in all 31 barangays of roxas.

Meanwhile, the carabao-plow-harrow (cph) subsidized loan package proved to be an effective strategy 
in weaning farmers from destructive practices such as kaingin farming towards establishing a more 
permanent farming system. as of 2015, a total of 238 carabaos, 76 plows and 58 harrows were provided. 
Female carabaos also had a total of 23 offspring. Since the piloting phase, a total of 298.75 hectares of 
paddy fields and 345 hectares of permanent flat and rolling upland farms have been established. 

also, participating households designed their farm plans for food security and income generation. Farm 
plans featured farm enterprises and the integration of “survival crops” such as saba banana, cassava 
and sweet potato as part of disaster risk reduction - climate change adaptation (drr-cca) measures. 

among farming enterprises established are organic rice/unpolished rice, herbal, coco sap (tuba), organic 
vegetable, swine raising, mud crab/grouper culture and sea weeds. enterprises operated by community 
associations and pos are herbal dryers (generating income through tolling fee while providing value 
addition to farmers’ produce), coco syrup and/or coco sugar processing and the more recent organic 
vegetable production. 

palawan center for appropriate rural technology’s (pcart) monitoring data and year-end assessment 
conducted with 426 participant-beneficiaries revealed an increase average annual income from php48,011 
to php102,060. the project has supported sources of income through technology improvement, financing 
and marketing assistance. 

the roxas-lGu approved the release of fund to finance the construction of three herbal dryers in other 
herb-producing communities, in addition to the grant support from the australian embassy to construct 
herbal drying facility in abaroan. previously, the roxas-lGu provided about php2 million grant support in 
vegetable production in two communities, which included vermi production facility, shredder, initial seed 
stocks, water system and free-of-use land for organic vegetable production of several farmer groups.
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FSSi provided additional grant in 2015 for purchasing a service boat for the hybrid renewable energy 
project established by pcart in partnership with the roxas-lGu and Solutions for renewal energy, inc. 
(Sure) with funding assistance from the uS agency for international development (uSaid), which was  
piloted in Green island. the facility has an ice-making component that could be used by fishers. pcart, 
Sure and roxas-lGu are planning to add biomass fuelled power units to reach out the rest of the 400 
households in the area and the installation of desalinator unit that would provide potable water for the 
residents. 

Establishing grounds for social entrepreneurship in Sorsogon 

the initiative took off by building on the earlier investment of FSSi in cocoBind project in irosin and 
on the expressed willingness to replicate the fund syndication scheme of Star trek with the addition of 
the philippine tropical Forest conservation Fund (ptFcF) within the Bulusan volcano natural park (Bvnp) 
and its surrounding municipalities in partnership with local cSos, lGus of respective municipalities, and 
related government agencies.

the envisioned Bvnp development project, as in palawan, includes biodiversity conservation, livelihood and 
Se development with the ecotourism industry of the province as backdrop. consultation-workshops are 
ongoing through the coordination of national anti-poverty commission (napc) to review the province’s 
existing ecotourism plan with particular focus on the Bvnp, to draft proposed revisions on the implementing 
rules and regulation and to discuss data and plans of respective municipalities and government agencies. 
FSSi has also contracted a local consultant to come up with a proposal for feasible Se ventures.

FSSi has also provided project grant for a training activity in Sta. Magdalena in partnership with Sandigan 
ng mga Magsasaka (SandiGan), napc and Sta. Magdalena lGu for the benefit of, but not limited to, 
conditional cash transfer (cct) beneficiaries. the grant fund included provision for fabrication of twining 
and weaving apparatus, which was turned over to the community through the existing cooperative in 
Barangay Sta. Barbara. with coir supply from cocoBind, the 83 participant-trainees were able to start 
with their new livelihood. 

during the project turnover ceremony witnessed by invited representatives from department of Social 
welfare and development (dSwd), philippine coconut authority (pca), department of agriculture (da) 
and department of trade and industry (dti),  stakeholders and State and non-State actors positively 
acknowledged the idea of spearheading the establishment of coconut agro-industrial hub in the province, 
with Sta. Magdalena as host municipality and starting with coco coir decortication and fiber processing 
enterprise. 

FSSi assisted in preparing the business plan and project proposal for pca funding consideration with 
counterpart funding from the above-mentioned agencies and lGu. napc assumed the coordinating 
role among the different agencies and cSos. the project proposal and business plan were submitted to 
the pca national and regional offices for screening and appraisal. 

Meanwhile lingap para sa Kalusugan ng Sambayanan (liKaS) and cocoBind initiated related projects 
in 2015. cocoBind with funding support from the local dSwd launched twining and weaving training 
activities in five areas potential for business partnership. the project also included provisions for twining 
machines and weaving looms to beneficiary groups. Gubat agritech industries co. (Gaico), a family-
based coir enterprise based in Gubat, Sorsogon and a project partner of FSSi, was tapped to fabricate 
the machines. 

towards the end of 2015, however, Sorsogon was hit by a typhoon that caused heavy damage on the 
coconut trees. it is estimated that coconut production could recover after two or three years, thus posing 
challenges to the coco coir processing business.
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Standing under the scorching heat, the 57-year-old Mang Kikoy looks into the 
distance, wondering if he still has crops to harvest this season. rain has been scarce 
in the past four months, and the prolonged dry spell has eventually shrunk and 
withered his plants. 

Mang Kikoy epitomizes the life of around 180,000 farmers in isabela when drought 
hit the province in 2013. More than 3,000 hectares of land dried up and the farmers 
lost more than php33 million worth of crops. 

isabela is dubbed as the rice and corn granary of the philippines, yet the province faces 
production problems that are aggravated by strong typhoons, frequent drought and 
the impact of climate change. once disaster and food supplies go low, children stop 
going to school, and with little or no savings at all, farmers borrow money from loan 
sharks who charge extremely high interest rates and underprice the farmers’ produce. 

Embracing organic agriculture as primary advocacy 

the parish youth of Gamu (payoga nGo) promotes organic farming to ease the 
farmers’ burden of indebtedness and address the aggravating factors – the purchase of 
costly synthetic fertilizers as well as the resulting vulnerability of crops to climate risks.  

organic agriculture is a farming technique that uses natural inputs like animal manure 
and crop wastes to produce quality crops without harming the environment and the 
farmers’ health. 

in contrast to chemical farming, organic agriculture enriches the soil, produces 
healthy crops, and is cheaper. a farmer who plants on 1.8 hectares of land needs 
php6,000 for 20 bags of organic fertilizer in one planting season, compared to at 
least php20,450 worth of chemical fertilizer bags. chemicals also post higher costs 
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“Way back 2001, farmers were still hesitant about 
organic farming and climate change. But with the turn 
of events, they are now the ones who refuse chemical 
farming and encourage other farmers to preserve the 
environment for the next generation,”
     -  Julie Madrid, General Manager
            Payoga/Kapatagan MPC
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in succeeding years, since farmers have to use greater amounts in order to sustain the same yield every year. 
prolonged use also depletes the soil nutrients and microorganisms necessary for the soil to bear nutritious crops.

the payoga nGo provides seminars on organic farming which motivated Mang Kikoy and some 2,650 farmers 
in isabela to shift from chemical to organic farming. 

Venturing as a cooperative 

after several years of operating as an nGo, the organization decided to venture into nursery, trading and 
marketing, selling of livestock and production of organic fertilizer, transforming itself into a multipurpose 
cooperative with the name payoga/Kapatagan Mpc. it also gives free livelihood, trainings on sustainable 
agriculture, zero management and values formation and community services like giving of seeds to households 
and school children. 

the cooperative’s organic fertilizer, Greenfriend, is made up of biodegradable raw materials like chicken, bat and 
carabao manure and rice straw. it is produced by mixing these materials with carbonized rice hull, agricultural 
lime, legume and enzymes in 80% water. 

Farmers who collect the materials get php500 for every 250 kilos of rice straw and php30-45 for 50 kilos 
of chicken, bat and carabao manure. cooperative members who gather the mixture during harvesting and 
packaging also earn php16 per 50 kilos. 

the production of Greenfriend bags substantially increased from 45,000 in 2006 to 280,000 in 2015. each 
member benefits from the low price of an organic fertilizer bag at php210, while dealers buy at php230 and 
government offices at php245. 

the cooperative also markets farmers’ products to private companies and government at marked-up prices. 
Members who are contracted to produce seedlings are also given patronage refund and shared dividends of 
about 70% of the total earnings of the cooperative at the end of the year. 

Forwarding the advocacy as a SE 

the cooperative grew in terms of membership as well as in as well as in advocacy. it was at this point that payoga/
Kapatagan Mpc partnered with FSSi, the latter being a support institution for social enterprises pushing for 
economic, social and environmental objectives. the onset of the partnership involved FSSi giving the members 
financial and technical assistance along the introduction of social entrepreneurship. this partnership eventually 
led to other alliances with local government, government agencies and the iSe-ledn composed of 14 social 
enterprises in isabela. 

looking back, Ms. Julie Madrid, general manager of payoga/Kapatagan Mpc, can say that majority of what 
the cooperative envisioned has been realized. among the achievements is the farmers’ increased awareness 
on protecting the environment. 

“way back 2001, farmers were still hesitant about organic farming and climate change. But with the turn 
of events, they are now the ones who refuse chemical farming and encourage other farmers to preserve the 
environment for the next generation,” says Madrid. 

By becoming a Se, payoga/Kapatagan Mpc sees more opportunities of sustaining itself while spreading its 
mission of promoting organic agriculture and transforming the lives of farmers all throughout the farming 
communities of isabela. 
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year 2015 is a banner year for the visayas program in terms of promoting 3Bl-led in 
the focus areas and expanding services of FSSi to wider areas in the visayas.

FSSi partners increased from 10 in 2014 to 22 in 2015. FSSi has also approved 21 loan 
proposals amounting to php75 million in 2015 from php39.90 million in 2014 – 10 of 
the approved proposals are new. the loan portfolio of FSSi in visayas as of end-2015 is 
php56.60 million, an increase of 39.7% with no past due accounts. 

Several consultations for Ses were also conducted in Bohol, leyte, iloilo, and cebu, 
which resulted in 26 project proposals reviewed, 14 of which were approved and in 
establishing potential partners and contacts all over the visayas. 

concretely, FSSi was able to revitalize the 3Bl-led consortium in Babatngon, leyte, the 
Babatngon Kalikasan habitat adaptation and wellness (BaKhaw) consortium, and 
the 3Bl-led coordinating Body in la castellana, negros occidental in partnership with 
pos, cooperatives, nGos, academe, and lGus. this was highlighted by the launch of 
the BaKhaw eco-tourism and local enterprises and the establishment of alternative 
association of small sugar planters among agrarian reform beneficiaries (arBs), negros 
occidental Fair trade association (noFta) Sugarcane Marketing network. 

Building eco-friendly enterprising communities in Babatngon, Leyte

BaKhaw started as part of “adopt an ecosystem program” launched by pcF in 2013. 
after series of consultations, the consortium was formed together with FSSi, visayas 
cooperative central Fund Federation (victo), eastern visayas State university (evSu), 
evSu Mpc, perpetual help credit cooperative (phcci), philippine tropical Forest 
conservation Foundation (ptFcF), three local pos, the Babatngon lGu, and barangay 
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local government units (BlGus). it adopted three coastal communities, namely: Barangays San ricardo, district 
iii and district iv.

the development goal of the BaKhaw consortium is the rehabilitation and development of the ecosystem 
in the coastal areas, while providing eco-friendly alternative livelihood to rural coastal communities to address 
pervasive poverty. this is being done through Se development and eco-system approach and in the context 
of typhoon yolanda. 

two barangay ordinances on coastal resource management were passed, while another one was already 
drafted. two Ses on duck egg production for Barangays district iii and San ricardo were launched, while one 
grant proposal on dried fish production and marketing is already in the pipeline. the local government also 
committed to allot php200,000 for the development of eco-tourism. 

the BaKhaw eco-tourism and the two Ses were launched on november 2015, officiated by the Mayor of 
Babatngon and FSSi executive director. Site visits followed the launch, which included the Board walk and 
eco-trail in district iii, the duck farm and mangrove reforestation in San ricardo, and cave in district iv. 

the eco-tourism project is expected to include six more barangays in 2016 to cover other coastal and upland 
barangays that also affect the coastal ecosystem of the three barangays already covered by the project.

Solidifying the value chain in La Castellana, Negros Occidental

the la castellana 3Bl-led coordinating Body was initiated in 2013 as the result of the local economy 
development orientation and planning co-sponsored by FSSi. it is composed of Social enterprise empowerment 
for rural development, inc. (Seed), alter trade corporation, six pos from la castellana, the local Government 
of la castellana, negros organic and Fair trade association (noFta), negros island Fairtrade Federation (niFF) 
and FSSi. 

it aims to establish a mechanism to mitigate the effects of climate change and trade liberalization especially 
to sugarcane farmers and to diversify the local economy.

the atFi-Seed led the consortium with several banner programs, including the credit for advancing Fair 
trade enterprises (craFt enterprises), marketing, networking and advocacy and organization development 
and capacity building.  

For craFt enterprises, atFi  secured php5 million from its credit line from FSSi, 48% or php2.4 million of 
which was allocated for the arB sugarcane farmers’ cooperatives. another portion of the loan was used for 
diversified crops and other enterprises such as swine production, native chicken egg production, rice and corn 
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3BL-LED STORY

production and food processing. 

the number individual beneficiaries of the project from la castellana is 219 which constitutes 67% of 
the total number of beneficiaries of the project. they are from the four partner-farmer associations of 
atFi out of six partner associations or 67 percent. ten percent (10%) of the project loan was used for 
post-harvest facilities.

to enhance marketing, atFi and Seed facilitated the organization of a network of sugarcane planters 
association called noFta Fair trade haus in September 2015 from the membership of noFta. this aims 
to enhance efficiency, maximize economies of scale for the production of muscovado (centrifugal sugar) 
through consolidation and enhance bargaining leverage. 

the operations of noFta Fair trade haus started in october 2015 with central azucarera de la carlota 
(cac) as the strategic production partner for muscovado sugar. noFta muscovado sugar is marketed 
at the national organic agriculture congress (noac), negros organic Farmers Festival, ayala district, 
robinsons Malls, Fresh Start shops and other organic markets. the marketing arm is also in the process 
of establishing marketing arrangement with international fair trade groups.

the marketing arm currently reaps benefits from its organizational development, such as commissions 
from delivery, rebates on sugarcane sales to sugar central, exemption from 12% vat through direct 
cane purchase agreement, protection of sugarcane purity from unscrupulous traders, market expansion, 
among others.

atFi, Seed and noFta are also active in advocacies, such as fair trade, Se development, sustainable 
development, good governance and people empowerment. their partner associations are active members 
of various cSos, governance councils and organic and fair trade networks at the local, provincial, national 
and even international levels. For instance, their representatives and partner organizations take part in 
development planning in the municipal level, lead organic markets in the provincial level and participate 
in the noac. noFta along with Fairtrade certified producers in Southeast asia are also taking part in the 
network of asia pacific producers-Fairtrade international and Small producers’ workshop for Southeast 
asia-network of asia and pacific producers.

Seed is primarily responsible for organizational development and capacity building of partners, while 
atFi is focused on business development. FSSi provides the financial support, and the lGu the logistical 
and mobilization support and ensuring local counterpart.

the coordinating body conducted training on drr-cca and mitigation, which produced a drr-cca 
plan, a hazard map and resolutions on climate change mitigation. it also held business development, 
product development and marketing, which initiated two new enterprises in ginger brew and taro chips 
with provision for capital and equipment for three pos, namely cabagnaan active producers for Social 
enterprise association (capSea), Sitio paho Farm workers association and yubo products association 
(yupa). the activity also established links with hotels and restaurants in Bacolod city and a marketing plan 
for muscovado sugar. the lGu of la castellana also committed to establish a community enterprise center.
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Babatngon is a 4th class municipality in the province of leyte in region viii with a population of 25,575. it is 
located in the northern part of the island of leyte, along the shore of carigara Bay. it is politically subdivided into 
25 barangays. 

a local consortium representing different sectors comprises this initiative, otherwise known as the BaKhaw 
consortium. it started in March 2013 in consultation with various sectors and stakeholders. on 13 april 2013, the 
local consortium launched the “adopt an ecosystem program” at Barangay district iii with a commitment signing 
and mangrove planting as a symbolical gesture of support. 

the impact of typhoon yolanda in 2013 has hindered the development of the consortium’s plans, yet the members 
have refocused their attention to disaster response and relief.

on May 2014, focusing on an Se-ecosystem approach, the consortium organized two pre-Social enterprise 
meetings in the Municipality. together with the pcF, FSSi and other members, it held a benchmarking activity in 
the Municipality of palompon, leyte, focusing on the ecological project of the community and the lGu.

on october 2014, the consortium formally launched the BaKhaw consortium with the signing of the Statement 
of commitment and the Memorandum of agreement with a theme “enabling communities though Social 
enterprise.” the consortium aims to improve the quality of life of Babatngon community, particularly the coastal 
barangays of San ricardo, district iii and district iv. to further strengthen the commitment of the members, the 
consortium has come up with a strategic plan of action that will guide them in implementing their goals. 

the consortium focuses on the rehabilitation of the ecosystem in the coastal areas, at the same time promoting 
eco-friendly alternative livelihood projects to rural coastal communities. this way, the consortium addresses the 
dimensional context of poverty in the area, which also causes the proliferation of firewood collection, kaingin, 
timber poaching, charcoal making, illegal conversion of mangrove areas to fishponds and other destructive activities. 

in Barangay San ricardo, Mr. Benedict Galapon, president of the San ricardo producers association (Srpa), a 
community-based forest management association, describes BaKhaw as having capacitated them in pursuing a 
greater vision that will empower the community, not only in terms of economic benefits but also by instilling the 
values of forest protection and conservation. 

Spra is a beneficiary of FSSi grant project in the last quarter of 2015, particularly the “duck egg project,” which 
the association finds to have strengthened their camaraderie. as of May 2016, its membership has grown from 21 
to 33. the consortium has also started collecting savings from its members and now engages in informal lending 
activities. it is also planning to formalize its Se initiative as a primary cooperative. “people from our community who 

Rebuilding communities 
thru SE-LED approach
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want to join the cooperative will need to undergo orientation 
so they will be knowledgeable about the importance of Ses,” 
said Galapon.  

a father of four, a leader of an organization and with limited 
source of income, Mr. Galapon balances his priorities to provide 
for the well-being of his family and his organization. 

Mr. Galapon says that the community is thankful for the 
support given by the consortium, particularly pcF, FSSi, ptFcF, 
denr and the lGu and hopes that pcF and FSSi will continue 
to strengthen them until such time that they are capable of 
handling their Se.

Ms. nelia Barredo-teposo, the Municipal environment 
natural resources officer (Menro) and currently disaster 
risk reduction and Management (drrM) officer of the 
Municipality of Babatngon, said that the major sources of 
income of the community are farming, fishing and utilization 
of natural resources. Some are involved in the exploitation of 
the natural resources due to limited employment in the area. 

the BaKhaw project, with the objectives to promote Se and to 
advocate environmental protection and conservation is a form 
of people empowerment. it is also an opportunity for the lGu 
to develop the local economy thru ecotourism development. 

“the BaKhaw project is connecting communities. it solidifies 
the relationship of individuals and the organization with a goal 
of protecting and conserving their environment for the future 
while promoting Se that enhances their their livelihood,” said 
Betta Socorro Salera, ceo of pcF. 

today, the consortium has expanded to 33 members and 
covers 8 barangays in the Municipality of Babatngon. it is 
pursuing further the development of a Municipal ecotourism 
plan by 2017.
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the 2011-2016 Mtdp of FSSi highlights the  promotion of sustainable local economic development and poverty 
reduction through its 3Bl approach:  1) supporting viable enterprises mainstreamed along economic value chain 
and equitably distributing wealth;   2) empowering communities, principally the poor women and men as owners 
and stakeholders actively involved in decisions and operations of their Ses, and;  3) sustainably transforming the 
resources available in their environment into public goods serving community needs.

in line with government strategy of spatial planning approach and identification of area development zones and 
economic growth clusters, FSSi continues to identify and support enterprises within its focus areas. these areas 
could be contiguous urban and rural areas that share common economic potentials and socio-cultural ties. FSSi 
focuses in strengthening the small agro-industrial sector as the main and dominant driver in Mindanao for rural 
development, job creation and poverty reduction. this sector is under-financed, with weak technical and infra-
structure support, and prone to the perennial destructive effects of el-niño and la-niña intensified by climate 
change. these constraints compound the low productivity and income of agri-entrepreneurs especially in far-flung 
and isolated rural areas, creating imbalanced economic growth between rural and urban areas and the rest of 
the country.

to address these problems, FSSi works with partners, cSos and their networks, lGus and national agencies, 
and private businesses, by providing appropriate mix of financing and capacity building services to facilitate the 
incubation and growth of Ses.

overall, within the 5-year term, FSSi supported the gradual expansion and growth of Ses within the growth 
clusters.  a total of 25 Ses have been active partners in 2015, comprised of 6 MFis, 13 Mpcs, 5 pos and 1 lGu. 
the enterprises have engaged in 15 commodities such as organic rice, corn, cassava, coconut, cacao, coffee, 
turmeric, organic vegetables, peanuts, herbs, fish, poultry for eggs, swine, oyster mushroom and coconut sugar. 

Focus Area

Mindanao

Growing resilient social 
enterprises in the face of crisis 
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Creating synergies among development partners in Bukidnon

in Bukidnon, FSSi works with MaSS-Spec, paKiSaMa and aadc network partners, which assist in the consultation 
process with their affiliated cooperatives to identify opportunities and enterprises. MaSS-Spec is assisting hivac, 
a cooperative of ips in lantapan, Bukidnon, to engage in organic swine and vegetable production. it has also 
expanded its support to the nearby cooperative in Kauyagan town to develop a complementary hog-breeding 
project. in coordination with the da and hinelaban Foundation, MaSS-Spec and hivac are now looking to 
expand production and find other markets, such as the proposed meat shop cooperative in cagayan de oro city. 
developing clusters of similar farming activities and linking them to the economic value chain reduces the risk and 
creates sustainable enterprise for various stakeholders. cooperation among larger MFis, lGu-agencies and FSSi is 
critical to leverage the expertise and resources to efficiently support poor communities. 

paKiSaMa is working with aFarBaMco to produce organic rice and market it to institutional buyers. they have 
tied up with the da under the “Bottom-up Budgeting” program of the government for post-harvest facilities. to 
diversify their activities they have also expanded to duck raising and vermiculture for organic fertilizers. paKiSaMa 
provided capacity building trainings in cooperative management and exposure visits to other cooperatives. the use 
of environment-friendly farm technologies as alternative to traditional methods in farming and the integration of 
climate adaptation methods in their operation have not only diversified their livelihood and increased income but 
also made their agricultural enterprise resilient to the onslaught of el-niño.  

aadc assists cassava farmers in Balugo town by linking them to an institutional buyer through a procurement 
contract with San Miguel corporation, the food and beverage conglomerate. aadc assists the cooperative in 
developing business plan for cassava consolidation, processing and marketing. the cassava project has provided 
alternative crop to sugarcane that is seasonal and prone to price-fluctuation. cassava proves to be resistant to 
the effects of drought and is an alternative source of nutrition. More farmers are motivated to intercrop cassava 
with other traditional crops, such as pineapple and corn, thereby increasing their income and productivity.  the 
cooperative is planning to scale up its operations to cover more cassava farmers from nearby municipalities and it 
has requested additional funding from FSSi and technical support from aadc.

the increasing number of lead network partners, cooperatives and government agencies, which are collaborating 
in the focus area is creating the needed critical mass of Ses and their synergy in Bukidnon province. this has 
triggered a ripple of economic development from the communities in the rural areas to the markets in cagayan 
de oro city, davao city and other urban areas.  

FSSi continues to focus and expand its investment in Ses in other growth areas, with preferential bias for poor 
communities and disadvantaged groups and sectors, such as the ips, Moros, arBs, farmers, fisherfolk, etc. it has 
contributed to growing sustainable communities and developing conditions for lasting peace in the conflict areas 
in Mindanao.
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it was the early 16th century when hansen’s disease, also known as leprosy, haunted the philippine 
archipelago. people inflicted with leprosy were taken away from their families and isolated in 
far-flung communities. when medical treatments for leprosy were not yet discovered, patients 
had to endure unbearable pain from drug trials by physicians. decades have passed and leprosy 
has slowly been eradicated, but the wounds have left marks and the stigma remains. 

“when we transferred here in new panay, we received petition to remove us from the community 
due to our illness. though upset, we started running our cooperative through the help of FSSi 
and this helped us become accepted and respected,” said Seminiana Bawik, the general manager 
of Bagong pag-asa credit cooperative (Bagong pag-asa). 

the FSSi helps health-inflicted people rise from their horrible situations and get on with their 
lives. in its vow to help former leprosy patients integrate with the community, FSSi partnered 
with the Bagong pag-asa in Barangay new panay, pigcawayan, province of cotabato. 

today, Bagong pag-asa caters to its members – former leprosy patients – by opening an agri-
production loan facility and a micro-lending window to help them become farmers, micro 
entrepreneurs, teachers and barangay officials in their community.

Facing the social stigma

the cooperative’s beginnings can be traced back to 1991 when 14 leprosy-inflicted families were 
discharged from the cotabato Sanitarium after undergoing the Multi-drug theraphy which cured 
them of the disease. in order to regain their lives, the cotabato Sanitarium and the Missionaries 
of christ Jesus gave each family 1.8 hectares of land for farming and relocation in Barangay new 
panay, pigcawayan. this is where they started their new lives with a new hope that they would 
soon be integrated in the community, thus the name Bagong pag-asa.

By forming the Bagong pag-asa, the families were able to face the challenges of overcoming 
the social stigma that comes with leprosy. they got full support from the philippine leprosy 
Mission (plM), which provided livelihood project grants that included loans for hog raising, cattle 
raising, fruit-bearing tree seedlings and educational assistance. after the plM exited in 2008, 
the cooperative tried to increase its financing and community services to nearby barangays. the 
cooperative has maintained the grant to continue these services up to this day. 

in 2014, FSSi partnered with the cooperative to extend its financial assistance windows to 
nearby barangays, particularly in payong-payong and igbaras. this partnership has enabled the 
cooperative to empower more leprosy-victims by lowering its interest rate from 3-5% to 1.5-3%. 

Hope after leprosy: 
The story of Bagong 

Pag-Asa Credit Cooperative

Focus Area

Mindanao
3BL-LED 
STORY
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Getting their life back

Before the leprosy-victims established the cooperative, 
they received numerous complaints from the locals 
denouncing their right to live in Barangay new panay 
due to their previous illness. the rise of the Bagong 
pag-asa years later helped them regain their right 
to live in the community especially when the local 
government of pigcawayan hailed the cooperative as 
a model of micro-lending structure in the municipality. 
the cooperative gained popularity among barangay and 
municipal officials due to its efficient credit windows, 
even prompting nearby barangays to request for the 
extension of the cooperative’s services to them.

aside from its loan programs, the cooperative became 
active in environmental and civic projects, such as 
organic farming and feeding program. currently, its 60 
farmer-members employ organic farming of banana, 
mango and cacao in the 17 hectares of land owned 
by the cooperative. the cooperative is also involved in 
environmental programs such as the Mahogany tree 
planting in protected watershed areas in Barangays 
payong-payong and igbaras. it also engages in an 
annual feeding program for elementary school students 
in Barangays new panay, payong-payong, igbaras and 
rogonan.

the cooperative has capacitated former leprosy 
patients to overcome the stigma by providing financial 
and technical assistance and more importantly by 
integrating its members in the community. today, 
they are now accepted and highly respected by the 
community. Bagong pag-asa has truly lived up to its 
name – always full of hope in its mission to empower 
and become the agent of change even in the face of 
illness and discrimination.
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Gearing the policy work, 
building connections 

from the bottom up

partnerships are integral in ensuring that the Foundation’s commitment of creating a policy 
environment for 3Bl-led Ses is fully realized. in 2015, the Foundation was proactive in expanding 
its reach to other stakeholders from various sectors at the local, national and regional levels.  

in the cities of davao and cebu, the Foundation co-organized the localization of the poverty reduction 
through Social entrepreneurship (preSent) Bill in a series of forums and trainings that engaged more 
local governments and cSos in the Se advocacy.  

Government officials particularly national economic and development authority (neda) assistant 
regional director dionisio ledres Jr. and cebu provincial Board Member and chair of provincial 
planning and development committee Miguel antonio Magpale expressed their intent to include the 
preSent Bill in the agenda for economic committees of their respective offices and allot government 
resources to expand Se awareness to other areas in and outside of cebu city. prior to this, Board 
Member Magpale passed a provincial government resolution supporting the preSent Bill. 

these local forums also paved way for the preSent coalition to discuss the salient features of the 
Bill among the members of the Bangsamoro development agency, a development catalyst in more 
than 3,000 conflict-afflicted areas in Mindanao.  

the activities have also resulted in new cSo advocates capacitated in local legislation. the 21 cSos 
comprised of 114 managers and representatives from social enterprises, academe and pos pledged 
to draft provincial ordinance and unite to form local Se movements in cebu and davao. 

on the national scale, the lobbying efforts in the Second regular Session at congress concluded 
successfully with the Small Business and entrepreneurship development’s (SBed) second hearing 
of the preSent Bill and the drafting of the substitute bill.  although the approval of the substitute 
bill did not pursue in the third regular Session due to the upcoming elections that preoccupied 
the national legislative bodies, the coalition’s lobbying efforts still resulted in significant number of 
congressmen and senators co-authoring the Bill including congressmen Kit Belmonte, pablo roces 
nava iii, wes Gatchalian, terry ridon and Senator cynthia villar.   

Advocacy
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the local government of quezon city also discussed its openness in creating local policy and programs in 
support of Ses. quezon city is among the major cities in Metro Manila espousing social economy projects. 

these steps towards shaping the landscape of social entrepreneurship in the philippines have earned recognition 
from overseas development institute (odi), uK’s leading independent think-tank on policy and practice for 
international sustainable development. 

in a report commissioned by the British council entitled “a review of Social enterprise activity in the 
philippines”, odi dubbed the preSent coalition, to which FSSi co-chairs with ateneo School of Government, 
as a strong and well-established network of social enterprise actors and one of the pioneers in social enterprise 
movement building in the country. 

Injecting 3BL-LED in national issues and campaigns 

to achieve a holistic environment with enough government support for social enterprises, the Foundation 
assisted the formation of the implementing rules and regulation for the philippine competition act and 
the Microfinance nGos act. Both laws seek to stimulate growth of local economies by levelling the playing 
field and using financial and social infrastructures to empower and enable the poor to own and manage 
their enterprises. 

the Foundation also joined other advocacy networks to reach the most number of stakeholders. the 3Bl-led 
agenda was heard and mainstreamed in campaign activities set with united nations civil Society assembly 
council, Beyond 2015 asia, asian Solidarity economy Forum, peoples Forum on apec, and institute for Social 
entrepreneurship in asia. 

Several roundtable discussions were also conducted with key government representatives from neda, 
department of Foreign affairs (dFa), un-habitat and office of the presidential adviser on the peace process 
(oppap)  on the role of legislators in light of the post-2015 agenda, and with cSo networks on policy in action 
for the sustainable development goals, philippine social health enterprises and local economy in disaster-hit 
areas. a national conference on Se and policy was also held. 

activities done during the 20th Foundation anniversary celebration enriched the discussion of major issues 
affecting the 3Bl-led. partners from the local areas were gathered to tackle and share their experiences 
and insights on the issues pertaining to privatization of hydroelectric power plants, globalization, free trade 
agreements, climate change and good governance.
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the Foundation also added inputs on cSos and government documents on women in aSean and apec, 
safeguards on natural resource management, climate change, alterative energy, sustainable production and 
apec and its effects on Ses. 

Moving towards regional partnerships 

Se advocates from other regions also shared their experiences and valuable inputs that could improve the 
Se advocacy in the philippines. among them are Korea legislative research institute (Klri) and center for 
Social initiatives promotion (cSip), which joined the Foundation in knowledge-sharing activities attended by 
legislators, businessmen and social entrepreneurs, donors, investors, academe and media.  

British council’s review of social enterprise in the philippines paper eventually opened a partnership with the 
Foundation on the Business and investment readiness (Bir) program. as a uK international organization, 
British council linked FSSi to can, a uK-based social enterprise, to give needed advice and support that 
would help the Foundation and its partner Ses scale their social impact.  

at the latter part of the year, can’s head of impact and investment Strategy rohan Martyres visited and 
interviewed 14 Se partners, management and staff to assess the needs of these organization in social 
impact measurement, supply chain optimization, investment propositions, replication strategies, community 
development, business systems, mainstreaming and capacity-building and mentoring skills. result of the 
scoping visit was instrumental for the plans laid out for the implementation phase of the Bir program in 2016. 

apart from the Bir, the British council partnered with the Foundation on the project, “Strengthening cSo 
participation in Social enterprise education and development (cSo-Seed).” cSo-Seed is a capacity-building 
project that would contribute to the generation of decent and quality jobs in the conflict-areas in Mindanao 
through Ses. together with FSSi as implementers are Balay Mindanaw and philippine Social enterprise network 
(philSen) which will focus on capacitating the cSos in policy development.

along the Foundation’s pursuit is the power of media to spread information for awareness building. For the 
past year, media landings have substantially increased – 109 Se stories were published in major online and 
print newspapers, radio and television outlets locally and nationally. 

as it takes on another year of active campaigning, the Foundation is determined to capitalize on its networks 
and partnerships to facilitate the creation of a stronger and more vibrant Se movement that is ready to take 
on the next challenges and victories. 
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the Foundation has collected best practices contributing to its effectiveness as a resource institution for Ses in 
the last 20 years. in 2015, the Foundation maintained these best practices while taking new strategies aligned 
with the 2011-2016 Mtdp. this progressive step has led to improved performance and better assistance to the 
Foundation’s stakeholders. 

Organizational development 

FSSi tapped the services of an od hr consultant in 2015 to review its organizational Structure and conduct of 
Job and compensation evaluation.  the output of the consultant became the basis for the restructuring of FSSi’s 
staffing pattern to better achieve its Mtdp objectives.  the Board of trustees (Bot) through the recommendation 
of the internal affairs committee (iac) approved the following: 

(a) new organizational Structure
(b) revised terms of reference (tors) of positions
(c) Job ratings and rankings
(d) adjusted compensation table and placements 

Policies, Systems and Procedures 

FSSi is continuously improving its various systems and procedures.  as of 2015, narrateK has finished installation 
of a new and improved automated Financial System that will improve generation and submission of various financial 
reports to help management to make timely decision. 

Stewardship of social good
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Staff development program

FSSi provides support to management and staff members for continuing education to enhance their knowledge 
and hone their skills in development work.  

Performance monitoring system

the Foundation conducted annual performance evaluation and planning at the start of the year. Following 
these activities is the conduct of individual staff performance assessment that includes an assessment and Self-
assessment (aSa) where the staff  verbally expressed their thoughts and provided critical feedback on their 
performances.  the aSa process was also used to provide personal observations on the quality of talents and 
performances delivered within the organization, especially in terms of leadership quality and ability. appropriate 
incentives were provided to performing staff members.
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Florencia Dorotan
chairperson | wand

Sylvia Paraguya
treasurer | natcco

Norman Joseph Jiao
Member | aF

Sam Ferrer
vice chairperson | Green Forum

June Rodriguez
corporate Secretary (outgoing) 

converGence

Virginia Juan
auditor | append

Aurora Luz Villaviray
ex-officio Member

department of Finance

Caroline Grace Pedragosa
corporate Secretary | pBSp

Rene Fortuno
Member (outgoing) | pBSp

Betta Socorro Salera
Member | pcF

Atty. Alexes Enriquez
legal counsel

BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES 

GOVERNANCE
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The General Assembly
alliance of philippine partners in enterprise development (append)
association of Foundations (aF)
convergence for community centered development (converGence)
Federation of people’s Sustainable development cooperative, inc. (FpSdc)
Freedom from debt coalition (Fdc)
Green Forum philippines (GF)
Mindanao alliance of Self-help Society – Southern philippines education center for cooperatives (MaSS-Specc)
Mindanao coalition of development nGo networks (Mincode)
national confederation of cooperatives (natcco)
national council of churches in the philippines (nccp)
national council for Social development (ncSd)
national Secretariat for Social action (naSSa)
philippine cooperative central Fund Federation (pcF)
partnership of philippine Support Services agencies (philSSa)
philippine Business for Social progress (pBSp)
partnership for clean air, inc. (pca)
philippine network for rural development institutes (philnet-rdi)
philippine partnership for development of the human resources in rural areas (phildhrra)
Swiss interchurch aid (heKS)
victo national (victo)
women’s action network for development (wand)

Committee Members

Project Committee (PROCOM)
chairperson: Betta Socorro Salera pcF
Members:
noel embing  append
June rodriguez  converGence
christie rowena plantilla FpSdc
Samuel Gamboa  Green Forum
Sam Ferrer  Green Forum
raiza Mae anayatin Mincode
edilberto Guyano  naSSa
Benedict Balderama philSSa
Glenn Bais  phildhrra
Joseph alexander Zapanta heKS
luzviminda Salcedo wand
raul calayan  natcco

Committee on Education and Advocacy (CEA)
chairperson: Virginia Juan append
Members: 
Sam Ferrer  Green Forum
Samuel Gamboa  Green Forum
raiza Mae anayatin Mincode
edilberto Guyano  naSSa
vicky Segovia  pca
haley atienza  phildhrra
luzviminda Salcedo wand

Investment Finance Committee (IFC)
chairperson: Sylvia Paraguya natcco
Members: 
norman Joseph Jiao aF
dennis Santander  MaSS-Specc
agnes Bolanos  Mincode
larry Millan  nccp/ecloF
caroline Grace pedragosa pBSp
Jataime abistado  pcF
Benedick Balderama philSSa

Internal Affairs Committee (IAC)
chairperson: Norman Joseph Jiao aF
Members: 
June rodriguez  converGence
norman Franklin agustin ncSd
Mercedita rosetes  pBSp
wilfredo homicillada phildhrra 
Joseph alexander Zapanta heKS  
renia Salinas  victo

Good Governance Committee (GGC)
chairperson: Wilfredo Homicillada phildhrra
Members: 
agnes Bolanos  Mincode  christie rowena plantilla FpSdc  
Benedict Balderama philSSa   Samuel Gamboa  Fdc  
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Jay Bertram lacsamana   executive director 

Development Services Unit
Jerome ignacio    assist. director for development Services 
arlen Barrameda   area Manager, luzon
Mark andre tañedo   program officer, luzon
lionel abril   area Manager, visayas
Zandro alano   project officer, visayas
ann louise Guevara  oic, area Manager, Mindanao
acmad Macarimbang  program officer, Mindanao (consultant)
Miriam arnelle azurin   advocacy and communications Manager 
Kathleen lungub  advocacy and communications officer
ricardo clarin   agri-business project development   
    Facilitator and packager (consultant)
nilo Sapinit   development Finance (consultant)
camille lumbang  Monitoring & evaluation (consultant)

Institutional Services Unit
carlito noneil Santos   assist. director for institutional Services (Jan-May 2015)
amado reclusado, Jr.  assist. director for institutional Services (June-dec 2015)
Ma. victoria Manalo  Finance Manager 
helen estepa    Bookkeeper 
yolanda larin    Finance assistant 
enerisa lascano    cashier 
victoria tamano    hr and admin assistant 
Zenon cartagena   driver/Messenger
reymundo lingco   utility/Messenger 

  

code oF worK ethicS and conduct
in support of the organizational core values, every staff is enjoined to adhere and live the following work ethics 
as guide in the performance of his/her tasks and in establishing work relationship with others, in particular 
with peers, supervisors and partners. 

INTEGRITY AND TRANSPARENCY 
it is essential that every staff ensures that personal integrity is demonstrated, maintained and practiced in all 
dealings and at all times. conflicts of interest arise if and when the personal interest of staff can potentially 
or is actually prioritized exceedingly at the expense and interest of the Foundation, and as such weakens the 
objectivity and independence of decisions undertaken by the staff in his/her work and thereby diminishes 
his/her capacity to safeguard the interest of the Foundation. 

MANAGEMENT
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to mitigate potential conflicts of interest, disclosure and transparency must be exercised. information held by 
a staff that would enhance the work of co-staff and contribute to the overall effectiveness of FSSi as a whole 
must be proactively shared. any direct or related interest in any transaction or enterprise that the Foundation 
is or will be involved with in any manner is not acceptable. Gifts or other forms of personal favors must not be 
accepted from current or potential clients. personal honesty and truthfulness must be employed at all times.

CREATIVITY, INITIATIVE AND PRO-ACTIVENESS 
think differently and do things with enthusiasm. 
Being an organization whose nature and mission rely on the dynamism of attitudes and perspectives of all 
stakeholders, the staff are to express creativity and pro-activeness and exercise initiative to accomplish their 
assigned tasks effectively in a self-propelled manner. Staff are encouraged to be pro-active in exploring 
opportunities that are relevant and supportive of FSSi’s mission to be a leading resource institution, to uphold 
innovation and openness to new ideas and new ways of doing things – all by cultivating critical thinking, 
audaciously challenging one’s own paradigms and set of views, refusal to accept things at face value, and 
stretching abilities to make work enjoyable. 

EXCELLENCE 
in whatever you do, give your best effort. 
in every way and at all times, staff are encouraged to exercise quality and work for excellence. Staff must 
challenge him/her self at work by setting and pursuing attainable goals and making better each day.

as professionals, due diligence and discipline is expected from each staff of the Foundation. to exercise 
due diligence means employing meticulous observance of protocols, standard operating procedures and 
performances in all respects (organizational, legal and developmental considerations). discipline puts final 
professional polish in any dealings exemplified by punctuality, observance of professional courtesies, and 
respectful treatment of others (peer, subordinate, supervisor, visitors or partners).

RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
resources (effort/talent/skills, time and money) are scarce and limited. the staff must see themselves as 
stewards of these resources. For every authority given to a staff, there is a corresponding responsibility and 
accountability. thus, everyone is required to exercise prudence in making decisions and in delivering the 
expected results in his/her area of work as well as in the use of these scarce and limited resources. 
occasions of mistakes should be taken as rare opportunities for learning. at any rate, the responsible staff 
takes accountability for the consequences of such mistakes. 

EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY 
doing the right things and doing things right. 
every staff must aim to do only meaningful work and avoid meaningless work. Meaningful work is that which 
contributes to the overall goals and objectives of the organization and brings out the good and well-being 
of others. 

time is an unrecoverable resource that once lost can never be regained. it must be remembered that if one’s 
time is important, the time of others is equally important. everyone is asked to be systematic and organized 
and to always optimize the use of resources in his or her respective assignments.
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OUR PARTNERS

1M agro-Fuel development ventures, inc.*
ac innov8 Manufacturing company
agay-ayan Multi-purpose cooperative
agdao Multi-purpose cooperative
agribusiness Federation of Financial intermediaries for rural empowerment
agus pinoy producers cooperative
alalay sa Kaunlaran, inc.
alay Kapwa rural women Multi-purpose cooperative
alter trade Foundation
aquinas university Foundation
araneta Farmers agrarian reform Beneficiaries association Multi purpose cooperative
arroyo quadrant enterprises
asian Solidarity economy council - trade & investment division
ateneo center For Social entrepreneurship
atos Farmers Marketing cooperative
BaBa Foundation, inc
Bacayan Multi purpose cooperative
Badak Mpc
Bagong pag-asa credit cooperative
Balugo Farmers Multi purpose cooperative
Bannuar ti la union
Bansalan cooperative Society credit cooperative
Barangay calube Farmers Multipurpose cooperative
Barangay district 4 women’s association
Baroy Marine products
Bicol coco Fiber Multi purpose coooperative
BMS rural Bank
Borbon Multi purpose cooperative
Bote central, inc.
Broad initiative for negros development
Broad initiatives for negros development
Buklod-unlad Batangas, inc.

*This list of FSSI Partners is from 2005-2015 only

“in development, the participation of the 
people is primordial. But because they 
cannot do it by themselves or with FSSi 
alone, what is needed is for all the sectors 
in a community to engage themselves in 
the empowerment of the poor” 

     – Florencia Dorotan 
           FSSi chairperson
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cabucgayan agrarian reform cooperative
cagayan de oro handmade paper crafts
cagayan valley organic Farmers association
candelaria Multi-purpose cooperative
capitangan organic Farmers Marketing cooperative
card Bank, inc. 
caritas Manila
carles Multi purpose cooperative
carlos Basilio victor o. reyes enterprises
casiguruhan natin organic Farmers association
cauyan Federation of Green ladies development cooperative (formerly iGlo)
center for empowerment and resource development, inc.
coalition of Social development organizations in South cotabato
coco levy Fund campaign
cocoBind irosin
coconut industry reform Movement, inc.
coco technologies corporation
coffee for peace
compostela Market vendors Multi purpose cooperative
cooperative Bank of Misamis oriental
cSo-cSSd
danao carp Farmers Beneficiaries Marketing cooperative
davao provinces rural development institute, inc.
district 3 agricultural environmental association
dlc handicrafts (Magdaleno c. dag-as)
earth day Jam Foundation
eastern Samar coconut diversified products
echague development cooperative
ecloF philippines
eco waste coalition
edgardo chua/edna’s Farm
elias & Junaida prantilla 
Bonsol integrated Farm
esperanza Multi purpose cooperative
easter visayas State university cooperative
FairBanK
Family planning organizations of the phils.
Federation of people’s Sustainable development cooperative
First consolidated cooperative along tañon Seabord
First isabela cooperative Bank
Foundation for theseabled
Bukidnon Muscovado
Freedom from debt coalition
Fresh Start organics, inc.
Gata daku Multi-purpose cooperative
Gelacio i. yason Foundation - Family Farm School, inc.
Grassroots agro-industrial corporation, inc.
Green Force
Green Forum western visayas
Green Minds, inc.
Greentropics coffee enterprise
Gubat agri-tech industries co.
Gubat St. anthony cooperative
Guisican Multi-purpose cooperative
hlS Motors
highland high value crops producers Mpc
hortonet
hugpong sa Kusganong panaghiusa Multi-purpose cooperative
ictuS
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initiatives for dialogue and empowerment through alternative legal Services
inSol development Foundation, inc.
institute for philippine cooperatives and Social enterprises development
institute for Social entrepreneurship in asia
institute for the development of educational and ecological alternatives
interface development interventions, inc.
isabela Se-led network
J.v. ongpin Foundation, inc.
Joyjoy Food products
Kaakbay entre-worker cooperative
Kabisig Savings and agri-development cooperative
Kadagatan ampingan pagmata Katawhan association
Kaginhawaan coconut Farmers cooperative
Kahayag Farms
Katuwang resource institute, inc.
Kauyagan Savers Multi-purpose cooperative
KFi center for community development Foundation, inc.
Kilusang lima para Sa lahat Multi-purpose cooperative
Kinan-oan Farmers Multi-purpose cooperative
Kooperatiba ng Maliliit na Magniniyog ng Barangay Kanapawan
KpS-Seed, inc.
la liga policy institute
liquasan youth association for Sustainable development, inc.
livegreen international, inc.
Makilala Multi purpose cooperative
Malaya development cooperative
MaSS-Specc cooperative development center
Matango Multi-purpose cooperative
Maximo t. Kalaw institute for Sustainable development
Microfinance council of the philippines, inc.
MilaMdec Foundation
Milamdec Mpc
MilaMdec Multi purpose cooperative
Mindoro Kabuhayan Foundation, inc.
Mindoro ecological and Sustainable agricultural Federation
nagkakaisang Magsasaka ng caibiran Multi-purpose cooperative
national confederation of cooperatives
negros occidental Federation of Farmers’ associations
network consolidated cooperative Bank
new rural Bank of San leonardo 
new tumauini cooperative
nGos for integrated protected areas
non-timber Forest product -task Force
nueva ecija association of persons with disability Multi purpose cooperative
nueva Segovia consortium of cooperatives
nueva valencia Mpc
organic certification center of the philippines
pag-inupdanay Foundation
paKiSaMa
palasan concepcion dairy Multi purpose cooperative
palawan center for appropriate rural technology, inc. 
pampangisdaang reporma adhikain ng mga Samahang Mangingisda sa Zambales
pangkabuhayan Federation of cooperatives
pangkabuhayan ng Malikhaing Magsasaka
pantukan chess club cooperative
pare Mpc
pambansang Kalipunan ng Manggagawang impormal sa pilipinas - region vi
payoga/Kapatagan Multi-purpose cooperative
philippine cooperative Federation
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philippine nGo Support program
philddhra-Mindanao
philippine agrarian reform Fund for national development
philippine Biochar association, inc.
philippine coffee alliance
philippine cooperative central Fund Federation
philippine Movement For climate Justice
philippine network of rural development institutes, inc.
philippine partnership for the development of human resources in rural areas
philippine rural reconstruction Movement
philippine Social enterprise network
philippine Social health enterprise congress
pilipinas ecofiber corporation
pitad Foundation, inc.
ploughshares, inc.
proceSS Foundation panay, inc.
puSod, inc
quidan Kaisahan negros occidental, inc.
quirino Farmers credit cooperative
ronda countryside development cooperative
roxas hybrid Seed Growers Mpc
rural Bank of Malinao
rural development institute of Sultan Kudarat
rural poor institute for land and human rights Services
Samahan ng Maralitang Magsasaka ng patalan
San Manuel Multi-purpose cooperative
San ricardo producers association
Sandigan
Shariff Kabunsuan Multi purpose cooperative
Siargao Bank, inc.
Sibonga Multi purpose cooperative
SiMca Model rice cluster Mpc
Social action center-calbayog
Social enterprise empowerment for rural development, inc.
South cotabato Foundation, inc.
Southern leyte employees Multi-purpose cooperative
Sppi
Srt la trinidad cooperative of Benguet
St. Francis Multi purpose cooperative
Sta. ana agricultural Mpc
Sta. cruz nuevo Multi purpose cooperative
enterina commercial
Solidarity for Global peace, ecology and inclusive economic development, incorporated
tahanang walang hagdanan, inc.
taytay sa Kauswagan, inc.
dairywat integrated Farm
total rural development
tubigon loomweavers Multi purpose cooperative
tumandok crafts industries
uSpd Savings and credit cooperative
viBeS Mpc
victo national 
wesley Savings and development cooperative
wisdom ceramics
women’s health care Foundation inc.
Zamboanga-Basilan integrated development alliance, inc.
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AUDITOR’S REPORT 
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2015 FINANCIALS
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STATEMENT OF 
FINANCIAL POSITION 
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STATEMENT OF 
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
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STATEMENT OF 
CHANGES IN EQUITY 
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STATEMENTS OF  
CASH FLOWS
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